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G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) are the largest class of 
transmembrane proteins and the targets for almost half of the clinical 
drugs in the market today. Advances in X-ray crystallography and other 
biophysical techniques have led to many exciting findings related 
to receptor structure and conformational shifting. Traditional GPCR 
membrane preparations expressing recombinant or endogenous 
receptors like the adenosine transporter (Cat. No. A8352) provide a 
useful platform for initial screening studies and ligand identification. 
Radiolabeled ligand binding assays using GPCR membrane 
preparations allow researchers to compare novel ligands to gold 
standard compounds of interest, such as NBTI (Cat. No. N2255), 
a potent adenosine uptake inhibitor, and offer a consistent and 
affordable platform for high throughput screening. However, these 
techniques remove the target receptor from its cellular context. 

A study illustrating successful GPCR screening within live cells was 
recently published by Nottingham University researchers.1 They 
identified a putative adenosine A3 receptor antagonist as a result of 
a high-content primary screen using live cells with native levels of 
receptor and an innovative fluorescent receptor ligand. CA200645 
(Cat. No. SML0157) is a fluorescent adenosine A3 receptor antagonist 
derived from Xanthine Amine Congener. This molecule maintains 
its fluorescent properties while bound, allowing visualization 
through fluorescent confocal microscopy. Upon development of 
a competition binding assay utilizing CA200645, a high-content 
fragment-based screen for adenosine receptor binders was 
performed. Briefly, cells were incubated with unlabeled compounds, 
washed, and then incubated with CA200645. Fluorescence intensity 
was measured with a confocal imaging plate reader to assay for 
molecules that would displace the CA200645. Use of this system to 
screen a 248 compound fragment library resulted in 38 hits that were 
validated by a secondary screen.

The researchers synthesized structural analogs of the most potent hit 
and successfully identified a compound with a higher binding affinity 
that could distinguish between adenosine A1 and adenosine A3 
receptor subtypes. This novel screening assay, incorporating CA200645 
as its central reagent, was shown to be a powerful approach for 
studying GPCRs in live cells, preserving the physiological context of the 
target receptors.

Key Products

Cat. No. Product Description Initiative
SML0157 A3 Adenosine antagonist [XAC] - CA200645 BSM

F6886 Forskolin BSM

X103 Xanthine amine cogener BSM

M228 MRS1220 BSM

C101 DPCPX BSM

I146 IB-MECA BSM

C277 Chloro-IB-MECA BSM

H3288 HEMADO BSM

E2387 NECA BSM

Z0153 ZM 241385 BSM

C199 CGS 15943 BSM

S4568 SCH 58261 BSM

Related/Additional Products
Cat. No. Product Description Initiative
SML0155 Adenosine agonist [NECA] BSM

SML0156 Adenosine antagonist [XAC] BSM

SML0158 b2 Adrenoceptor agonist [salbutamol] BSM

SML0159 b2 Adrenoceptor antagonist [(+/-)-alprenolol] BSM

SML0160 b2 Adrenoceptor antagonist [(+/-)-propanolol] BSM

SML0161 b2 Adrenoceptor antagonist [(S)-propanolol)] BSM

SML0162 b2 Adrenoceptor antagonist [(+/-)-pindolol] BSM

SML0163 b3 Adreonceptor antagonist [(S)-carazolol] BSM

SML0164 D1 Dopamine receptor antagonist [SKF83566] BSM

SML0165 GABA-B receptor antagonist [CGP-54626A] BSM

SML0166 H1 Histamine receptor antagonist [mepyramine] BSM

SML0167 H2 Histamine receptor antagonist 
[aminopotentidine]

BSM

SML0168 H3 Histamine receptor antagonist [clobenpropit] BSM

SML0169 M3 Muscarinic ACh receptor antagonist 
[pirenzepine]

BSM

SML0170 5HT-1A Serotonin receptor antagonist [NAN-190] BSM

A8352 Adenosine Transporter Receptor human CS
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Cat. No. Product Description Initiative
A213 α2A-Adrenergic Receptor human CS

A6728 β1-Adrenergic Receptor preparation human CS

A6853 α2A-Adrenergic Receptor preparation CS

E7155 Endothelin A Receptor preparation human CS

E0160 Estrogen Receptor human CS

N4036 Neuropeptide Y Subtype 2 Receptor human CS

R9907 Progesterone Receptor human CS

S4951 Serotonin 5HT3 Receptor human CS

S1943 Serotonin Transporter Receptor CS

T4324 Testosterone Receptor human CS

A8602 Angiotensin II Receptor, Type 1 human CS

B0184 Bacteriorhodopsin from Halobacterium salinarum CS

B4938 Benzodiazepine Receptor, Peripheral human CS

D4446 Dopamine D1 Receptor human CS
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